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Correlations that violate a Bell inequality are said to be nonlocal; i.e., they do not admit a local and
deterministic explanation. Great effort has been devoted to study how the amount of nonlocality (as
measured by a Bell inequality violation) serves to quantify the amount of randomness present in observed
correlations. In this work we reverse this research program and ask what do the randomness certification
capabilities of a theory tell us about the nonlocality of that theory. We find that, contrary to initial intuition,
maximal randomness certification cannot occur in maximally nonlocal theories. We go on and show that
quantum theory, in contrast, permits certification of maximal randomness in all dichotomic scenarios. We
hence pose the question of whether quantum theory is optimal for randomness; i.e., is it the most nonlocal
theory that allows maximal randomness certification? We answer this question in the negative by
identifying a larger-than-quantum set of correlations capable of this feat. Not only are these results relevant
to understanding quantum mechanics’ fundamental features, but also put fundamental restrictions on
device-independent protocols based on the no-signaling principle.
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From a physical perspective, all classical physics is
deterministic and any apparent randomness is due to
ignorance therefore not exhibiting intrinsic randomness.
Quantum theory is open to such a possibility since it is a
fundamentally probabilistic theory. However, since the
early days of quantum theory, its seemingly “intrinsic”
unpredictability has been heavily debated even by some of
its founding fathers [1,2]. A great advance came when
John Bell [3] identified limitations on any theory founded
on the following two basic physical principles: impossibil-
ity of instantaneous signaling between distant locations
(no-signaling principle); and the existence of a complete set
of variables of a system which, if known, would allow for
deterministic predictions. Correlations among a number of
distant parties that satisfy both principles are called “local”
and are constrained by the now-eponymous Bell inequal-
ities. Thus Bell established a fundamental link between the
unpredictability of quantum mechanics and the concept of
nonlocality [3]. In particular, assuming the validity of the
no-signalling principle, a violation of a Bell inequality
implies and certifies intrinsic randomness.
Recently, this deep connection between nonlocality and

randomness has been made quantitative and exploited for
information processing tasks [4,5]. Nonlocality-certified
randomness represents an information resource in the now
well-established area of “‘device-independent quantum
information processing” [6–11]. In a device-independent
protocol, no assumption is made about the inner workings
of the devices used and are thus regarded as black boxes.
There is, however, a crucial assumption to every protocol
and that is the assumption of the background theory

dictating the devices’ behavior, e.g., whether the devices
are quantum mechanical [10], or just compatible with the
no-signaling principle [11].
The assumption about the background theory is vital

given that quantum mechanics is not the most nonlocal
theory respecting the no-signaling principle [12] and there-
fore capable of producing intrinsic randomness. Theories
allowing for all nonlocal correlations only restricted by the
no-signaling principle are termed “maximally nonlocal”
since they produce the most nonlocality that a nonsignalling
theory canproduce.Given the eminent role of nonlocality for
randomness certification, one would intuitively expect
maximally nonlocal theories to havemore powerful random-
ness certification capabilities than other theories. Indeed,
there are occasions where maximally nonlocal theories can
certify randomness and quantum mechanics cannot even
certify any randomness at all [13]. On the other hand, for the
Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt (CHSH) inequality [14], we
can certify more randomness assuming only quantum
mechanics (however, not the maximal amount possible)
rather than allowing maximally nonlocal correlations [15].
The main goal of our work is to understand the relation-

ship between the nonlocality and randomness of a theory
and, in particular, what the randomness capabilities of a
theory tell us about the nonlocality allowed within that
theory. Notice that we do not consider misalignments,
preparation errors, or detection efficiencies as those sources
of randomness are not fundamental to the physical theory
and can, in principle, be reduced below any finite threshold.
We are hence interested in studying only the fundamental
differences in randomness certification between theories.
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The first result is to show that the previous intuition is
wrong: were the set of achievable physical correlations not
more restricted than what the no-signaling principle allows,
maximal randomness could not be certified in any possible
scenario irrespective of the number of parties, measure-
ments or outcomes; i.e., maximally nonlocal theories
cannot be maximally random.
Second, we focus on quantum theory and provide, in

contrast, scenarios with an arbitrary number of parties
where maximal randomness can be certified. This should
be compared with other works that showed that if max-
imally nonlocal theories were permitted in nature we would
have unimaginable computational and communicating
power [16,17]. Here, being in a maximally nonlocal world
limits our information processing capabilities. This obser-
vation leads us to ask if the nonlocality of quantum theory
is in some sense optimal for randomness certification. That
is, is quantum theory the most nonlocal theory capable of
certifying maximal randomness? Our final result answers
this question in the negative: we identify a set of corre-
lations larger than the quantum set that also permits the
certification of maximal randomness.
Boxes and Bell tests.—Weuse the scenario of aBell test to

study the correlations observed among spacelike separated
measurements on systemswithin different physical theories.
There areN distant parties and each party makes a choice of
measurement upon their system. These processes are
arranged so that they define spacelike separated events.
The N users have no knowledge of how a system or its
measurement apparatus are prepared, they can only make
measurement choices and observe classical outcomes. We
even allow the possibility that amalicious agent prepared the
devices and holds information about how they prepared their
systems.We thenmodel these parties as black boxeswith the
measurement choice for the jth party (for j ∈ f1; 2;…; Ng)
being an input xj ∈ f0; 1;…; ðM − 1Þg where there are M
possible choices; themeasurement outcome for this jth party
is then the output aj ∈ f0; 1;…; ðd − 1Þg where for every
party there are d possible outcomes to the every measure-
ment. Therefore, a string of “dits” (generalization of bits to d
values) is produced in each round of a Bell test. The Bell test
is then labeled by the parameters ðN;M; dÞ.
After a suitable number of uses of the boxes, the condi-

tional probabilities pobsðajxÞ for all values of a ¼
ða1;…; aNÞ and x ¼ ðx1;…; xNÞ that describe the observed
process are obtained. These conditional probabilities form
a full distribution Pobs with elements pobsðajxÞ. In general,
we will use an upper-case P for a distribution and lower-
case p for an element of that distribution.
As mentioned, we must make an assumption on the

theory that governs the workings of our boxes. This has the
effect of indicating whether our observed correlations Pobs
belong to a particular set of possible correlations. For
example, if we say that our observed correlations result
from a classical system or quantum system then the

distribution Pobs belongs to the set C or Q of correlations
resulting from all possible classical and quantum systems,
respectively. We can also define the setNS of all maximally
nonlocal correlations.
The set of quantum correlations Q is contained in NS.

This does not imply that the latter is as random as the
former. The important distinction is that by dictating which
theory is permitted, we bound the power of the malicious
agent that can, in principle, prepare our devices. Therefore,
upon obtaining our observed statistics Pobs, if we vary the
theory that describes the source of these correlations then
we allow a malicious agent to prepare the devices using
different (even supraquantum) resources. The agent can
then use this knowledge of the preparation to improve their
predictive power thus leading to different implications for
randomness certification.
Every set is convex because we can always prepare a

convex mixture (by tossing a biased coin) of systems thus
giving a convex mixture of correlations resulting from each
system. So, in addition to the Bell scenario dictated by
ðN;M; dÞwe stipulate the set of correlations T to which our
observed correlations can belong.
Every convex set can be described in terms of its extreme

points. In the case of probability distributions P, the
extreme points are those distributions that cannot be
expressed as a convex combination of other distributions
in the set. An immediate corollary of this property of
convex sets is that the observed correlations Pobs can be
written as a convex combination of the extreme points of a
set T; therefore Pobs ¼

P
extqextPext where Pext is an

extreme point of the set T and qext ≥ 0 is a probability
distribution over these points such that

P
extqext ¼ 1.

Randomness certification.—In randomness certification
we take the standard approach of using just one particular
x0 from which to obtain a dit string of length N that is
hopefully random. The (potentially malicious) provider of
the boxes knows this string x0 in advance but, however,
does not know when this string is input into the boxes.
Correlations for the rest of the inputs fxjx ≠ x0g, encap-
sulated by Pobs, are used to certify that the randomness
obtained from x0 is intrinsically random. To measure the
randomness of the outputs obtained from input x0 given
observed correlations Pobs, we require the guessing prob-
abilityGTðx0; PobsÞ: the probability for a malicious agent to
predict the most likely outcome for input x0 given that the
agent has complete knowledge of how a box is prepared
within a theory with a corresponding set of correlations T.
The larger this guessing probability the less random are the
outputs and thus we have a measure of randomness.
Since the user of the box has no knowledge of how it was

prepared, we must assume that all possible ways of
producing Pobs from extreme points Pext can be utilized
such that Pobs ¼

P
extqextPext and the malicious agent

knows qext perfectly. Indeed, the agent may know what
is the most advantageous distribution qext to maximize his
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chances of guessing the output. On the other hand, for each
of these extreme points Pext we can evaluate the guessing
probability easily since there is a unique way of preparing
this probability distribution (from the set of correlations T).
Therefore, the guessing probability for extreme points is
GTðx0; PextÞ ¼ maxapextðajx0Þ where pextðajx0Þ is an
element of Pext. Collating all of this information, we obtain
the following optimization:

GTðx0; PobsÞ ¼ max
fqext;Pextg

X

ext

qextGTðx0; PextÞ;

subject to

Pobs ¼
X

ext

qextPext; Pext ∈ T: ð1Þ

Immediately we see that for classical correlations (when
T ¼ C) GCðx0; PobsÞ ¼ 1 since maxapextðajx0Þ ¼ 1 for
all Pext. This follows from the well-known fact that any
classical correlations can be decomposed as a mixture
of deterministic points. This highlights the need for
nonclassical, or nonlocal correlations for randomness
certification.
It is worth noting that we are explicitly assuming the

independence between the preparation components labeled
by Pexp and the measurement settings x. This is commonly
known as the freedom of choice assumption. Recent work
has shown that this assumption can even be relaxed by
implementing randomness amplification protocols [8,9,18].
In what follows we will perform the optimization in

Eq. (1) for different sets of correlations, in particular
maximally nonlocal and quantum correlations labeled
NS and Q, respectively. In particular, we ask the question
of whether a theory with correlations T can certify maximal
randomness, which exactly means if for any observed
correlations Pobs ∈ T in any scenario ðN;M; dÞ, we can
obtain GTðx0; PobsÞ ¼ ð1=dNÞ.
Maximally nonlocal correlations.—The set NS of max-

imally nonlocal correlations is the set of multipartite
correlations solely restricted by the no-signaling principle.
Here we permit any valid normalized probability distribu-
tion P with all elements satisfying 1 ≥ pðajxÞ ≥ 0 where
marginals are well defined. That is, the probabilities
(correlations) satisfy

P
apðajxÞ ¼ 1. To prevent instanta-

neous signaling it is important that

X

ak

pða1;…; ak…aN jx1;…; xk;…; xNÞ ð2Þ

is independent of xk for all k.
Now that this set is defined we present our first result.
Result 1: Maximally nonlocal theories can never be

maximally random.
Were the physically achievable correlations solely

restricted by the no-signaling principle, the maximum
amount of certifiable randomness in an arbitrary Bell

scenario ðN;M; dÞ would be bounded through the intrinsic
predictability by

GNSðx0; PobsÞ ≥
1

dN − ðd − 1ÞN ; ð3Þ

for any probability distribution Pobs ∈ NS and all inputs x0.
To prove this result we only need to consider the

randomness of the extreme points Pext of NS as indicated
by Eq. (1). Our proof is based on the simple observation
that if for a particular x0 of correlations pðajxÞ, n values are
equal to zero then maxapðajx0Þ ≥ ð1=dN − nÞ. Result 1
then follows from Theorem 1 in the Supplemental Material
[19], which proves that some given non-signalling corre-
lations pðajxÞ cannot be extreme if there exists a string of
inputs x0 such that the number of terms pðajx0Þ that are
equal to zero is smaller than ðd − 1ÞN .
It is worthmentioning two facts. First, this result indicates

an important limitation on maximally nonlocal theories. In
fact, the gap between the idealmaximal randomness and that
achievable in maximally nonlocal theories is unbounded.
Second, the derived bound is, in general, not tight. For
instance, all extreme nonsignaling correlations in Bell
test scenarios ð2;M; 2Þ were obtained in [20,21] and in this
case GNSðx0; PobsÞ ≥ 1=2 whereas our bound gives 1=3.
Interestingly, the same difference appears in the (3,2,2)
scenario: looking at all the extreme points, classified in
Ref. [22], themaximal randomness is equal to 1=6, while our
bound predicts 1=7. However, in the asymptotic limit of
d → ∞ our bound gives ½1=OðdN−1Þ�, which can be shown
to be tight by comparing it with the results in Ref. [23]. We
now move to randomness certification in quantum theory.
Quantum correlations.—Let ρ ≥ 0 be some quantum

state andO
xj
aj be some measurement operators (technically a

positive operator valued measure, POVM) for input xj and
output aj. We say a probability distribution Pobs ∈ Q
belongs to the quantum set of correlations if it can be

written as pobsðajxÞ ¼ trðρ ⊗
N

j¼1
O

xj
ajÞ.

Characterizing the set of correlations achievable in this
way is a great open problem in quantum information
theory. Therefore, in what follows, rather than solving
exactly the optimization problem [Eq. (1)], we consider a
relaxation that provides a lower bound to the intrinsic
randomness. Instead of considering all convex combina-
tions of extreme points of Q that reproduce the observed
statistics, we ask for a convex combination of extreme
points that give an observed violation of a Bell inequality.
Given that a Bell inequality is just a linear combination of
probabilities pðajxÞ over all inputs a and outputs x, let us
define the following inner product between correlations
Pobs and Bell inequality B that computes the Bell violation
B · Pobs ≡P

a;xβa;xpobsðajxÞ ¼ qobs, where the real coef-
ficients βa;x define the Bell inequality B.
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Computing a lower bound to the intrinsic predictability
GQðx0; PobsÞ, certified this time by an observed violation of
a Bell inequality, then amounts to solving the following
optimization problem, a relaxation of Eq. (1):

GQðx0; PobsÞ ≤ max
fqext;Pextg

X

ext

qextGTðx0; PextÞ;

subject to
X

ext

qextðB · PextÞ ¼ qobs; Pext ∈ Q: ð4Þ

Since we are interested in the maximal amount of random-
ness allowed by quantum mechanics, we will restrict our
study to maximal quantum violation of a Bell inequality
qobs ≡ qmax. In Ref. [24] a method was provided to detect
when the maximal quantum violation of a Bell inequality
certifies that the outputs are maximally random. The
method has the advantage that it can be easily applied,
but unfortunately it only works under the assumption that
the maximal quantum violation of the inequality is unique.
The uniqueness of the maximal quantum violation is in
general hard to prove. However, in what follows, we
consider Bell inequalities for which the uniqueness of
the maximal violation can be proven using the results of
Refs. [25,26]. This then allows us to apply the simple
method in Ref. [24] and prove the following result.
Result 2: Quantum theory is maximally random in all

dichotomic scenarios.
Assuming the set of physically achievable correlations to

be the quantum set, the maximum amount of certifiable
randomness in the family of Bell test scenarios ðN;M; 2Þ is
maximal: GQðx0; PobsÞ ¼ ð1=2NÞ.
We prove this result in Ref. [19] by generalizing the

results of Ref. [24] to all N via a Bell inequality introduced
in Ref. [27]. We actually prove Result 2 for the ðN; 2; 2Þ
scenario but this trivially applies to the ðN;M; 2Þ since we
can always ignore ðM − 2Þ of the inputs for each party.
While our proof does not apply to the case of two parties, it
has been shown in Ref. [28] that for the (2,2,2) scenario an
amount of randomness arbitrarily close to the maximum of
2 random bits can be certified in some limit. Additionally,
numerical and analytical evidence indicates that exactly 2
bits of maximal randomness can be attained in the (2,3,2)
scenario [24]. All of this serves to show that quantum
correlations certify maximal randomness even if maximally
nonlocal theories can never do this.
We have shown the difference for randomness certifi-

cation of two sets of correlations: the maximally nonlocal
set and the quantum set. A natural question is whether this
contrast highlights the uniqueness of quantum correlations.
Just as various information-theoretic principles aim to
highlight single-out quantum theory [16,17,29], is Q the
only set capable of certifying maximal randomness? We
now address this question.

Supraquantum correlations.—Navascués, Pironio, and
Acín introduced a means to approximate the set of quantum
correlations which was an infinite hierarchy of semidefinite
programs [30]. For example, the first nontrivial level of this
hierarchy isQ1 and this set is provably larger than the set of
quantum correlations Q [31]. Already in the work of
Pironio et al. in Ref. [6] these first few levels in the
hierarchy were used to lower bound the amount of random-
ness certified for quantum correlations. In the Supplemental
Material [19], we introduce a modification to the set Q1 in
the tripartite setting calledQ1þABC that is strictly larger than
the quantum set. On the other hand, this set also allows for
maximal randomness certification. This represents the third
main result of this work.
Result 3: There exist postquantum theories that can also

certify maximal randomness.
Were the physically achievable correlations those of the

strictly larger than quantum set Q1þABC [19], maximal
randomness could also be certified in the Bell test scenario
ð3;M; 2Þ, i.e., GQ1þABCðx0; PobsÞ ¼ 1

8
.

The proof of this result is presented in the Supplemental
Material [19]. The crucial element in this proof is showing
that there is only one probability distribution in the set
Q1þABC that maximally violates the Mermin inequality [32]
allowing us to use the results in Ref. [24].
At first, this result may seem disappointing but there are

other examples of limitations to recovering quantum
correlations from information principles. For example, it
is known that we need truly multipartite principles [33]. It
has also been shown that other information principles will
never recover quantum mechanical correlations [31] and
our work fits squarely within this foundational research
program.
Discussion.—We have shown that correlations in max-

imally nonlocal theories and quantum theory have drasti-
cally different consequences for randomness certification.
Therefore, if we assume nature does not abide by a
nonlocality-restricted theory such as quantum theory it
could severely limit its randomness capabilities. One can
see this as a result of maximally nonlocal correlations
having correlations between the outputs for all inputs, but
quantum theory cannot produce such strong correlations.
Let us illustrate this point by revisiting the CHSH

scenario of (2,2,2). Here all extremal correlations in
maximally nonlocal theories are equivalent to the so-called
Popescu-Rorhlich box [12]. This box always satisfies the
condition x1 · x2 ¼ a1⊕a2 mod 2 [34]. Therefore, knowing
the inputs and one of the outputs, we can perfectly
determine the other output. Quantum correlations, however,
cannot produce these perfect correlations thus introducing
more randomness.
These results are not only of foundational interest but

have application in randomness extraction, certification,
and amplification. For example, in Ref. [6] a lower bound
on certifiable randomness was obtained using only the
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no-signaling principle, and this bound has found applica-
tions in other protocols (e.g., Ref. [35]). An interesting
follow-up question is to determine the exact maximum
randomness allowed just by the no-signalling principle, a
fundamental number providing a quantitative link between
randomness and no-signalling.
We also showed that certain supraquantum correlations

can also exhibit maximal randomness. This last result
indicates that quantum theory is not so special from an
information-theoretic perspective (cf. Ref. [31]). The set of
quantum correlations is notoriously difficult to define but
maximally nonlocal theories have a simple description. The
fact that there exists a set of correlations that has a relatively
simple description but facilitates maximal randomness
certification provides a “third way” for the design and
analysis of future protocols.
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